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Abstract

Incremental learning techniques have been studied and applied in the Ar-

ti�cial Intelligence community for some time. An example is the Classit al-

gorithm as discussed in Gennari, Langley, and Fisher(1989). This article

introduces a modi�ed version of that algorithm called DySect (The name is

derived from \dynamic sectioning") which is used as the basis of a technique

to obtain clusters from multivariate numerical data. The technique is essen-

tially of order between n and n log(n) where n is the number of observations

and is applied to various real and arti�cial data sets. It has been run e�ec-

tively on a data set with roughly a million objects.

It appears that if the technique is applied in conjunction with CART (Breiman,

Friedman, Olshen and Stone 1984) useful insight can be gained into the struc-

ture of multivariate data sets. The possibility of automatic diagnostic proce-

dures based on the technique is discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This article has three principal objectives :

� to disseminate to the statistical community a clustering method based on ideas

of incremental learning developed in the Arti�cial Intelligence community.

� to begin development of clustering techniques suitable for very large data sets.

� to investigate an automatic diagnostic procedures apparently suited to many

areas of medical research.

We begin with a brief survey of classical clustering, �rstly noting with Kaufman

and Rousseeuw (1990) that

... cluster analysis is mostly used as a descriptive or exploratory tool,

in contrast with statistical tests which are carried out for inferential or

con�rmatory purposes. (p37)

2 CLASSICAL METHODS

Clustering techniques have been part of classical data analysis for many decades,

and much e�ort has been expended in producing algorithms and suitable software

to implement them. All major statistical software packages have some form of clus-

tering algorithm built in and there are indeed speci�c packages whose sole purpose

is to expedite generating clusters. ( See for example the suite of programs developed
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by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990). Chapter 1 of that work contains a good general

discussion of the types of clustering and issues involved. )

SAS (1985) has the CLUSTER procedure which allows eleven di�erent methods

of clustering, ranging from average linkage through Ward's. All methods are agglom-

erative in that initially all points are considered to be distinct, and then clusters are

created iteratively by merging extant clusters using the selected criterion. However

it is noted (SAS 1985, p. 270) that the computational resources are at least order

n log n where n is the number of observational units, and some methods are even

of order n

3

. This puts severe limitations on the size of the data sets that can be

clustered with these techniques.

Divisive techniques are much less common, and little attention seems to have

been paid to them in the statistical community, although in many contexts they

would seem to be in some ways more appropriate. See for example Kershaw and

Looney (1985). Also the work by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) contains several

divisive techniques.

The FASTCLUS technique as implemented in SAS is designed to overcome some

of the problems of the classical clustering techniques, producing an order n algo-

rithm. It is recommended for use on data sets with 100 to 100000 observations

(SAS 1985, p. 377). However it does not produce a hierarchical structure, which is

often itself informative, and the user is required to specify in advance the maximum

number of clusters required. An additional tuning parameter relating to distances

between seeds can have a marked e�ect on the results. See also the KMEANS algo-
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rithm of Spath (1980). This is closely related to FASTCLUS. Note that the results

are dependent upon the initial seed selection and/or order of presentation. (Milligan

1980, Spath 1980).

Additional general references are Everitt (1980), Digby and Kempton (1987)

and Gordon (1987). Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) also present a technique called

CLARA designed to work around the problem of large data sets. It uses ideas similar

in spirit to those of FASTCLUS and KMEANS in order to facilitate the clustering

but as implemented has a number of limitations, including that of random selection

of seeding values.

This paper presents a divisive clustering algorithm called DySect which is in-

tended to compete most directly with FASTCLUS. It is hierarchical in nature in

that the output is a multi{way tree, and one of the underlying principles is that

of developing an algorithm that will allow \backing{out" of \bad" splits, thus ad-

dressing the problem noted by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990, p. 44) where they

observe

A heirarchical method su�ers from the defect that it can never repair

what was done in previous steps. Indeed once an agglomerative algo-

rithm has joined two objects, they cannot be separated any more. Also,

whatever a divisive algorithm has split up cannot be reunited.

We will discuss several experiments in which the algorithm was applied to vari-

ous real and arti�cial data sets. DySect is based on the COBWEB and CLASSIT
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algorithms described in Gennari, Langley, and Fisher (1989). The incremental na-

ture of the algorithm suggests that it is of potential use in such areas as medical

diagnosis where cases are presented in sequence, and are required to be classi�ed

on the basis of the previous instances. We illustrate this with applications to two

medical data sets in the public domain, Cleveland Heart Disease data and Wiscon-

son Breast Cancer data. The former comes from Dr. Robert Detrano of the V.A.

Medical Center in Long Beach, California. and has been analysed in Detrano et al

(1989) as well as Genari et al (1989). The Breast Cancer data is from Dr. William

H. Wolberg at the University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison and has been dis-

cussed in several previous publications, including Mangasarian and Wolberg (1990),

Wolberg and Mangasarian (1990), Mangasarian, Setiono and Wolberg (1990) and

Bennett and Mangasarian (1992).

3 CLASSIFICATION HIERARCHIES

The goal of clustering is to partition a set of data elements into clusters represent-

ing classes of \similar" data elements, where similarity may be de�ned in many

di�erent ways. Some clustering methods generate a single set of disjoint classes (eg

FASTCLUS); other methods generate a hierarchy (tree) of classes, as in Figure 1.

In such a hierarchy, each node of the tree represents a class of data elements. The

topmost node (the \root" of the tree) represents the class containing the entire set

of data elements. Nodes at the base of the hierarchy (\leaves" of the tree) represent
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the smallest classes; in many methods, these are singleton classes corresponding to

individual data elements. Every non-leaf node has two or more nodes immediately

below it (its \children"). The children of a node represent disjoint subclasses of the

class represented by the parent node. For example, nodes B

1

, B

2

, and B

3

of Fig-

ure 1 represent disjoint subclasses of class B. Some methods produce hierarchies in

which each non-leaf node has exactly two children (a \binary tree"); other methods

produce hierarchies in which non-leaf nodes may have more than two children.

Each level of a classi�cation hierarchy embodies a di�erent clustering of the data

elements. For example, classes A, B, and C in Figure 1 represent one clustering of

the data, and B

1

, B

2

, B

3

, C

1

, and C

2

represent another clustering. (In fact, any cut

through the hierarchy represents a clustering, e.g. A, B,C

1

and C

2

, would also be

a clustering). An important issue in using a class hierarchy is to determine which

sets of classes in the hierarchy represent a useful clustering of the data. Methods

that generate binary trees (most traditional clustering methods) give very little

guidance on which possible clustering in the hierarchy is likely to be meaningful.

The DySect algorithm is not restricted to binary class hierarchies, and the display

method advocated seems to give reasonable indicatations of meaningful associations.

Most of the clustering methods, including DySect, assume that all the data

elements are described by a �xed number of variables. Most methods only allow

numerical variables (including the current version of DySect); other methods allow

categorical variables, or a combination of categorical and numerical variables.

Classi�cation hierarchies should be contrasted with the \decision trees" gener-
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Figure 1: Diagramatic Representation of part of a hierarchical structure.
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ated by data analysis techniques such as CART. (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and

Stone 1984) Both CART and the clustering methods generate hierarchical structures

describing a set of data elements. However, the data elements must be preclassi�ed

for CART, and the decision tree represents a description of the di�erent classes that

can be used either to characterize these known classes or to classify a new, unclas-

si�ed data element. The decision tree nodes represent decision points (based on a

binary decision criterion using only one variable) in a process for determining what

class a data element should belong to. The clustering methods, on the other hand,

assume that the data elements are unclassi�ed, and the class hierarchies that they

construct represent possible classi�cations of the data, where each node represents

one class.

There is a natural way in which the CART algorithm can be applied to the clas-

si�cation structure obtained by some hierarchical techniques such as DySect and

we exploit this connection later. For example in Figure 1 if we choose a classi�ca-

tion based on the three children of the parent node, then the CART algorithm, as

implemented for example in S (Chambers and Hastie 1992) could be applied with

appropriate classi�cations, in order to obtain a decision tree suitable for classifying

future instances.
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4 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

An important criterion for evaluating a clustering algorithm is its computational

complexity. This is in part determined by how the algorithm processes the data

elements. Most of the traditional clustering methods process all the data elements

at once, using the distances between all pairs of elements or some surrogate such

as dissimilarities to determine the clustering. This leads to O(n

2

) complexity in

the simple algorithms, and O(n log n) complexity for the more sophisticated algo-

rithms. The O(n

2

) algorithms are not feasible for very large data sets. DySect is an

incremental algorithm, processing just one data element at a time. On each data

element, it modi�es its current version of the hierarchy to accomodate the new ele-

ment in the best way it can. The current version of DySect takes at most O(log n)

time to modify the hierarchy on each new data element giving DySect an O(n log n)

complexity, allowing it to handle very large data sets. DySect could be modi�ed to

reduce this to an O(n) complexity, but we have not yet done so.

A consequence of DySect's incremental nature is that the resulting classi�ca-

tion hierarchy depends on the order in which the data elements are presented much

as FASTCLUS behaves as noted previously. However, our experience to date has

indicated that while there is some degree of non{invariance of the hierarchical struc-

tures obtained, the clusterings are nonetheless useful, and the di�erent hierarchies

obtained from di�ering orderings are seldom radically di�erent. Furthermore, there

cannot be a unique \correct" clustering for any set of data since there will be many
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di�erent clusterings that are all justi�able on di�erent grounds and each provides

a di�erent way of explaining or elucidating the relationships between the data el-

ements. DySect's ability to generate several di�erent clusterings can actually be

turned to an advantage, since it provides the analyst with alternative clusterings

from which to select, based on additional knowledge about the domain.

5 THE DySect ALGORITHM

The fundamental idea of the DySect algorithm (based on the COBWEB algorithm,

Fisher 1987) is to present a series of data elements to the algorithm, one at a time,

incrementally constructing a class hierarchy. The algorithm decides, on the basis

of some suitably de�ned criterion, which classes in the hierarchy the new element

should be added to and whether any changes to the current hierarchy are required.

The changes it can make include adding a new class to contain the new element,

merging two existing classes, and splitting an existing class. The criterion it uses

to decide what actions to take involve a local evaluation of the goodness of the

partition represented by the set of child nodes of any node it is considering. The

criterion is therefore a property of a set of classes, rather than based on distances

between elements or classes. The Partition Evaluation Criterion will be discussed

in the next section.

Every new element is �rst added to the root class (since this is the class of all

data elements). DySect must then decide how to incorporate the element into the
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children of that class. A new element is incorporated by adding it to an existing

subclass of P , or to a new subclass of its own, or into a new subclass formed out of

the existing subclasses. (More explicit details will be presented later.) Whichever

class the element is added to, the algorithm will then attempt to incorporate the

new element into the children of that class, continuing until it reaches a leaf class or

satis�es some other stopping criterion. At present we grow the full hierarchy leading

to an order n log n algorithm, but suitable stopping rules could be devised in order

to make the process order n

At each non-leaf node P , DySect chooses whichever of the following actions

results in the set of subclasses of P with the best value of the \Partition Evaluation

Criterion". It then performs the action and repeats the process until the appropriate

stopping criterion is met. The four actions are:

1. Add the element into an existing subclass of P

2. Create a new subclass of P and add the element into the subclass as its sole

member.

3. Merge two of the subclasses of P into a new subclass (with the two subclasses

as its children). This reduces the number of children of P , but adds a new

level to the hierarchy.

4. Split a subclass of P into several smaller classes (by replacing the class with

its children). This increases the number of children of P , but removes a level

from the hierarchy below the subclass chosen.
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To evaluate the choices, it does not have to actually modify the hierarchy | it

merely computes what the Partition Evaluation Criterion would be if the action

were performed. If P has m children, then there are (m + 1)

2

options to evaluate.

Given that the number of children of a node is almost guaranteed to be less than

10, and usually between 2 and 5, this is not expensive to compute.

When DySect has chosen a subclass (action 1), it then recursively incorporates

the element into that subclass until it reaches a leaf of the hierarchy. It then replaces

the leaf class by a new class whose children are the old leaf class and a new leaf class

containing the new element (action 2). The third and fourth actions allow a form

of recovery from a bad choice earlier in the processing, and appear to be one of the

reasons why useful results can be obtained, despite the order-dependent nature of

the structures built by the algorithm.

The �nal hierarchy constructed by this algorithm is large | it contains one leaf

for every element. In general, the lower levels of the tree tend not to contain useful

information, and it is only classes in the top several levels that represent useful

clusters.

DySect maintains a descriptions of each class in the hierarchy in terms of simple

statistics on the elements in the class and as a list of all the data elements in the class.

However, these descriptions are not very informative or useful to a data analyst.

One way of obtaining more useful descriptions is to assign suitable classi�cation

values to the elements in each cluster and then to apply CART software as noted

previously, to obtain useful descriptions of the classes in terms of the variables.
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Simpli�ed IF-THEN rules for classifying data elements into these classes can then

be obtained straightforwardly from the CART trees. A second way of obtaining

useful descriptions is to construct box plots of all the variables for the elements

in each class. The experimental results in section 8 are presented using this latter

method, though we have also generated the alternative descriptions using CART.

6 THE PARTITION EVALUATION CRITERION

The Partition Evaluation Criterion (PEC) is de�ned on a partition of a class | a

set of disjoint subclasses of the class whose union is the class. The children of any

class in the classi�cation tree constitute a partition of that class. The PEC that

DySect uses is:

PEC =

P

K

k=1

P (C

k

)

P

I

i=1

(s

2

ik

� s

2

ip

)

K

where K = number of subclasses in the partition, I = number of vari-

ables, s

2

ik

= the variance of variable i in the kth subclass, s

2

ip

= the

variance of variable i in the parent class, and P (C

k

) is the proportion

of the data elements in the kth subclass. DySect attempts to maximise

the value of the PEC.

This is not the only possible PEC that could be used, and we have experimented

with other PEC's. One way of viewing the current PEC is a data{based estimate

of the average expected decrease, per subclass, of the variances summed over all the
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variables. It can also be viewed as a trade-o� between the number of subclasses

in the partition and the homogeneity of the subclasses, where the homogeneity is

measured by the sum over the variables of the variances in each class. The trade-o�

is required because allowing more classes in the partition always allows the classes

to be more homogeneous, but partitions with a very large number of very speci�c

classes are generally not useful for clustering purposes.

The PEC is only a local evaluation criterion in that it is applied independently

to the children of each node in the classi�cation tree; it is not an evaluation criterion

on the tree as a whole, and DySect does not guarantee to produce a global maximum

of a sum of all the PEC's at each node.

The form of the PEC that DySect uses allows very e�cient computation of the

PEC since the variances can be easily computed incrementally as new data items

are added, and the contributions of each subclass in a partition can be computed

independently, and do not need to be recalculated for each option.

7 PSUEDO{CODE REPRESENTATION OF THE

ALGORITHM

Figure 2 gives a block diagram structure for the program which is given in psuedo{

code representation as follows.
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scores
best 
score

calculate

initialise iterate return 

add splitmergenew

DySect

Figure 2: A Block diagram structure of the DySect algorithm.
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Function DySect (instance, node,)

If node is a leaf

Then Make a new node and replace node with new node

Attach node as a child of the new node

Construct a new leaf node containing instance and

attach as a child of the new node

Else

Repeat

Calculate PEC new when a new child with sole member

instance is created

For each child of node

Calculate PEC childscore if instance is added

to the child

Find the minimum current of the childscore values

For all pairs of children of node

Compute PEC pairscore when the pair are merged

into a single class

Find the minimummerge of the pairscore values

For each child of node

Compute PEC replace if child is replaced by its children

Find the minimum split of the replace scores.
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Choose the least of new, current, merge, split

new: Create a new child of node containing instance;

current: Add instance in appropriate child

merge: Remove the nodes being merged, create a new child

of node with the merged nodes as its children

split: Replace the appropriate node by its children

Until instance has been added to a child of node.

Call DySect on the instance and the child it was added to.

Fi

8 THE EXAMPLES

We have applied DySect to a variety of data sets. The three examples we discuss

here were chosen to be an informative mix of classical and new data, both real and

arti�cial, with the intention of demonstrating the general nature and utility of the

procedure.

8.1 THE IRIS DATA

The �rst example is the time{honoured Anderson/Fisher iris data. A typical tree

grown by the DySect algorithm is presented in Figure 3. Each of the enclosing

rectangles represents a node; there are thus eight nodes in the bottom row. The

children of a given node are plotted beneath it. Thus the left hand node in the second
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row has three children, as does the root node, represented by the top rectangle. The

boxplots within a given enclosing rectangle represent each of the variables restricted

to members of the node. The central \layer" of the �gure thus presents boxplots of

the data elements in each of the three subclasses that DySect constructed at this

level of the hierarchy. The extreme left hand panel labelled Class 2 depicts the

boxplot representations of the values of the four variables associated with the 49

elements of the group. The three panels exhibit one of the more intriguing aspects

of the DySect approach to clustering in that it is evident from the comparison that

there are di�erent \pro�les" associated with the groups. By \pro�le" we refer to

the relative positions of the boxplots for the di�erent variables within a given node.

Thus it is quite evident that Class 3 and Class 4 have similar pro�les and Class 2 is

quite di�erent.

The bottom set of panels illustrates the distributions of the subgroups obtained

by decomposing the middle level groups. Thus the three panels under Class 2,

labelled c21, c24 and c25 respectively represent the three groups determined from

the 49 elements of class 2.

The software allows the user to identify the data elements of any class in the

hierarchy, and consequently further analyses can be based on such information.

Although it is not evident from Figure 3, it can be determined that the �rst level

split into three categories parallels the three species known to be present in the data

set. Indeed Class 2 contains 49 members of the �rst species, and class 3 contains 48

elements of the third species. That in some orders of presentation DySect obtains
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Figure 3: The standard boxplot display of an application of DYSECT to the iris

data. The boxplot for each of the variables based on the membership at a node is

display for a given node. In the bottom set of panels, e denotes elements and c the

class number. Thus the extreme left hand set of boxplots represents class 21 with

16 elements. See text for further discussion of the display.
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the correct classi�cation at the �rst level.

8.2 CANCER DATA

We will now consider the breast cancer database as detailed above. As of 15th

July 1992 it consisted of 699 data elements on which nine numerical \diagnostic"

variables are present together with a 10th binary variable denoting presence or

absence of disease. The diagnostic variables are essentially ordered categorical ones

and are on a scale of 1 to 10 and measure such things as uniformity of cell size and

shape, marginal adhesion etc. The data have been accumulated over several years

and are presumably still being added to. Figure 4 is the result of one run of DySect

on the data (excluding the classi�cation variable).

DySect has made a clear separation at the �rst level into benign and malignant

growths, Class 7 with 239 elements has 14 diagnosed as free of disease whereas Class

9 with 460 elements has only 16 classi�ed as diseased for an overall misclassi�cation

rate of about 4%. The next level down is more interesting, at least to the naive user:

a point which seems of some potential interest is that the node Class 17 is clearly

the repository of the cases least easily distinguishable by an automatic selection

procedure. Presumably a closer study of these cases is in order.

In any case it would seem that the hierarchy as presented can form the basis of

an automatic diagnostic screening procedure which could be used to classify further

instances. On the basis of the information available, various nodes are selected as a

partition of the extant cases, and these are classi�ed as favourable or unfavourable.
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Figure 4: DySect structure obtained from the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Data, using

the nine diagnostic variables.
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Then any further instance could be presented to the algorithm and incorporated

into the tree. Depending on what node of the partition it was incorporated in, the

instance could then be classi�ed. For example using a decision tree based on Classes

7 and 9, it would be classi�ed as diseased or not depending on which class it was

incorporated into. Of course a new instance could in principle lead to a radical

rearrangement of these top level children of the parent node, but it is extremely

unlikely, and would generally be an indication of something very unusual about the

instance. This aspect of DySect has not been explored in any detail.

8.3 HEART DISEASE DATA

As a further instructive example we will use the Heart Disease Database obtained

from Dr Robert Detrano of the V.A. Medical Center in Long Beach, California. This

has been analysed in several publications, notably Detrano et al (1989) and Gennari

et al (1989). In the original data there were 303 instances with observations on a

large number of variables, but in the publicly available data only 14 are used. The

variables are a mix of categorical and numerical data and include a severity variable

which is the dependent variable of interest. Although this severity variable is an

ordered categorical variable from 0 to 4, where 0 denotes absence of disease, the

principal research interest has been in the simple presence/absence of disease.

We shall restrict attention to a subset of six of the variables including a mix of

numerical and ordered categorical. The interest in this example lies in the applica-

tion of the DySect algorithm to the restricted data with a view to determining how
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homogeneous the classes are, particularly at the �rst \child" level. The more homo-

geneous the classes, presumably the better the diagnostic tool that can be obtained

from the hierarchy.

Figure 5 shows the results of one run of DySect on the restricted data. The

three children of the root node have 79 \misclassi�ed" instances: the classes have

87, 24 and 53 free of disease respectively, starting with Class 2, and on the basis

that the predominant type determines the nominal classi�cation into diseased and

undiseased, there are thus 79 misclassi�ed, with roughly 74% correctly assigned.

This compares very favourably with the analyses of the full set referenced in the

literature.

8.4 DATA WITH NOISE VARIABLES

It is interesting to note how robust the procedure is to contamination by noise vari-

ables. We added four pure noise variables to the iris data and ran the algorithm

on the augmented data. As noted in Fowlkes, Gnanadesikan and Kettenring (1988)

such contamination can lead to considerable confusion in classical methods. A typ-

ical run of a DySect analysis is shown in Figure 6. The split between the �rst and

the other two varieties has been clearly identi�ed.
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Figure 5: Top{level display of a DySect analysis of the Heart Disease Data. See text

for details.
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Figure 6: An example of the ability of DySect to �lter out noise variables. See text

for further details.
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9 DISCUSSION

We have intended that the evidence produced in the previous sections should have

gone some distance towards meeting the objectives detailed in the INTRODUC-

TION. It appears to us that incremental techniques, and indeed machine learning

ideas in general, are of su�cient interest to provoke much associated research on

a purely applied statistical level. On a distinct conceptual level is the burgeoning

problem of handling huge amounts of data, and it is imperative that methods are

developed that are at most order n, the number of instances of observations. One

of the major virtues of the approach would seem to be that it o�ers the prospect

of coping with large data sets, in that it seems clear that there are modi�cations of

the algorithm that should lead to order n analysis.

Finally it appears that some form of diagnostic tool ought to be able to be devel-

oped using a conjunction of hierarchical clustering tools and CART type methods

to produce decision trees of the sort required in such diagnosis. The examples above

are intended only as primitive steps in that general direction.

9.1 LIMITATIONS

A limitation at present would appear to be the non{robustness to order of presen-

tation of the cases. While that is undeniably the case, it should be observed that

much the same problem can a�ect FASTCLUS, the \nearest neighbour" to DySect

amongst the clustering algorithms in common use by the statistical community, or
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indeed any technique which makes essential use of a random set of seeding values. It

is also the case that no clustering technique should ever be used \in isolation", and

that two or three alternatives should be tried. Taking a fairly pragmatic/empirical

approach it appears that useful groupings can result from the application of DySect

in practically any case and it is of course open to the analyst to build further inves-

tigations on the results. We agree with Spath (1982) who asserts

Primarily, what makes an application of cluster analysis successful is

the signi�cant practical interpretation of the clusters it produces. For

this reason it frequently makes sense to apply various methods, one after

another and independently. Nevertheless one is sometimes happy enough

to a obtain reasonable subdivisions of the objects. (p12)

There are several possible approaches that could be employed here. These in-

clude such things as selection of a subsample analogous to the seeding sample of

FASTCLUS and growing the tree with this sample as initial elements. Indeed a

suitable research topic would be that of investigating various strategies aimed at

limiting the variability of the output: it is interesting to note that in some orders of

presentation, DySect has obtained the exact division of the iris data into its three

species.

We like to think of this order{dependence as reecting the actual process involved

in periodic reviews of biological taxa as new evidence comes to hand or the gradual

accumulation of medical cases leads to a deeper understanding of the epidemiology
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of a particular disease.

One practical limitation to the use of the algorithm is the non{availability of

suitable code. The programming problems inherent in an implementation are non{

trivial and run{time e�ciency requires the application to be built in a relatively

low{level language such as C. At the time of writing we are planning on being able

to submit to statlib suitable code. This will be in the form of C source code for the

main algorithm, and a set of S(plus) functions suitable for calling the compiled code

and massaging the output with CART etc.

9.2 FURTHER WORK

In addition to the order dependency noted above there are other topics of interest

regarding the algorithm as implemented. Some of the more obvious include the

following:

� The current implementation of the search algorithm has O(n log n) time com-

plexity and O(n log n) space requirements. This is primarily due to keeping

all the lower levels of the class hierarchy. If these levels, which are not useful

to the interpretation process, were not created, then the complexity could be

reduced to O(n).

� What kind of clusters does the method favour? Could di�erent types of clusters

be determined by changing the PEC?
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� What alternative search strategies could be implemented without unduly in-

creasing the resources necessary?

� What guidelines could be developed in order to \automate" suitable selection

of suitable clusters?

� Missing values are not handled; these could be handled in a number of more

or less obvious way.

� More seriously, categorical variables have not been incorporated into the pro-

cedure in any way. Cobweb handled categorical variables, but it is not obvious

how its PEC can be combined with DySect's PEC for numerical variables in

a straightforward way.

� The PEC deals with each variable independently, and therefore cannot �nd

classes \de�ned" by relationships between the variables.

Current research we are undertaking is aimed at resolving some of the issues involved.

10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an algorithm, DySect, from an incremental learning algorithm

published in the Arti�cial Intelligence literature, and have applied it to numerous

data sets, many more than those discussed above. It seems evident on empirical

grounds that useful groupings of experimental units can be made on the basis of the

tree{ordered structures grown.
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It appears that DySect, as an order O(n log n) procedure where n is the sam-

ple size, can produce some informative and interesting groupings of the data. Its

incremental nature certainly allows for some variation in the hierarchical structures

produced, but experience to date indicates that this is not a serious problem, and

is more of academic rather than applied interest, and is in the nature of a trade{o�

with the order of the process, a problem shared with approaches such as FAST-

CLUS and CLARA. Kaufman and Rousseeuw (op. cit. p41) attempt to circumvent

the problem by repeating the analysis several times with randomly generated seeds,

choosing the \best" solution from amongst those generated.

The ideas certainly seem to warrant more research e�ort, since the potential

gains seem to be considerable, particularly as relates to the sizes of the datasets

that can be managed.

11 COMPUTING

All computing was carried out on the Sun SPARCstation network of the Institute

of Statistics and Operations Research of Victoria University. The algorithm was

implemented by Paul O'Connor in C, who also devised the boxplot representation

of the tree structures obtained from DySectt. All graphics and CART trees were

obtained using Splus.
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